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• Due to lack of routine maintenance on the battery, In the day-to-day 

automotive fault. Most automotive faults are caused by the battery,  

according to the Japan Automobile Federation Statistics, fault types of 

vehicles broke down on the road in the past year, The results are as 

follows Figure, 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Car daily failure charts 

1. The importance of routine testing and maintenance of battery 
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 Due to the lack of efficient and rapid detection tool, for many 

automotive repair station, a car battery dealers as well as auto 

dealers often made good battery as a bad battery replacement or 

return them to the manufacturers. 

 
 It was Statistics by the largest U.S. car battery dealer INTERSTATE, 

the so-called battery was been returned to 50% of them is actually 

good, these batteries also don’t have to be replaced, you can use 

them rechargeable. This part of the batteries just because of 

mistakes in judgment, Resulting in the waste of  the manufacturers, 

dealers and automotive owners. 

3. The drawbacks of traditional testing methods 
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4. Conductivity detector widely used 

At present, the global field of civilian vehicles, including BMW, 

General Motors, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, and the Shanghai 

Volkswagen, Shanghai GM, FAW-Volkswagen, FAW Toyota, 

Beijing Hyundai, Guangzhou Honda, as well as domestic auto 

battery factories in Baoding Sailing battery, Tianjin unified 

battery, Haiwa Vallarta battery, etc. all adopted conductance 

tester instead of traditional discharge tester. 

 

In military use, United States, Japan, Britain, has used the 

conductance tester as an indispensable tool for routine 

inspection and maintenance of their vehicles. 

 
Conductance tester to replace the traditional discharge tester has 
become an irreversible trend. 
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5. Launch Battery System Tester Product Overview 

     Launch battery system tester, with world's most advanced conductance 

testing technology, can easily, quickly and accurately measure the actual 

cold cranking current capability to judge the health status of the battery 

itself, and to detect common faults of both starting and generator 

charging systems, which help maintenance personnel to achieve quick 

repair to the battery system. 

Battery  

system tester 

BST-460 

Battery  

system tester 

BST-760 
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6. Major customers of the battery system tester 

1) Automaker;  
★ Fast sampling battery; 

★ Dealers and 4S shops standard tools;  

2)  Large, Medium and Small Repair Shops, 4S Shops;  
★ Help determine the battery, starter and charging system failure;  

★ Early to predict the battery state of health, to greatly improve customer 

satisfaction, and increase revenue; 

3)  Battery Manufacturers and Distributors; 
★ Tool for testing whole batch of batteries, to greatly improve efficiency; 

★ Standard tool for battery quality appraisal to greatly improve customer 

credibility, and increase revenue; 

★ Judging base for battery quality when disputes arising therefrom;  
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4)  Auto Maintenance Equipments Dealers; 
★ Buy other products as gifts for their customers; 
5)  Educational Institutions and Vocational Schools; 
★ As a teaching demonstration tool, to determine the  

      automotive fault location.  

6)  Private Owners; 
★ For auto lovers and car owners who like to travel by car,   

      an effective tool for automotive fault self-test before the     

      trip, to reduce or avoid the troublesome and dangerous   

      car break down in halfway 

6. Major customers of the battery system tester 
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1. BST-460 product 

structure and 

characteristics 

1. Size: 181 * 90 * 30mm 

2. Housing ABS anti-acid plastic, two-color   

    Environmental protection rubber oil; 

3. Big screen (3-inch) with backlit display,    

    adjustable backlight brightness LCD    

    display; 

4. Removable replacement test cable; 

5. Dedicated Kelvin test clip; 

6. Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese,  

     English, German, French, Japanese ,   

     Spanish, Russian and more than 13 kinds   

     of languages. Language package can also   

     be customized according to customer‘s 

     requirements; 

7. Testing standards cover most of world's  

     commonly used battery standards, such  

     as CCA,BCI, CA, MCA, JIS, DIN,IEC, EN,  

     SAE, GB; 

8. Weight: 520 g; 
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2. BST-760 product 

structure and 

characteristics 

1. Size : 238 * 110 * 50mm; 

2. Housing ABS anti-acid plastic, TPU  

    corrosion-resistant soft plastic, two-   

    color molding; 

3. Big screen (3-inch) with a backlit display,  

    brightness adjustable LCD display; 

4. Configuration 0-900A AC and DC current  

    clamp; 

5. Replaceable test cable; 

6. Dedicated Kelvin test clip; 

7. Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese,  

     English, German, French, Japanese ,   

     Spanish, Russian and more than 13 kinds   

     of languages. Language package can also   

     be customized according to customer‘s 

     requirements; 

8. Built-in thermal printer; 

9. Testing standards cover most of world's  

     commonly used battery standards, such as  

     CCA, BCI, CA, MCA, JIS, DIN, IEC, EN,  

     SAE, GB; 

10. Can store 100 groups of test results data,  

11. Weight: 545 g; 
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3.1 Can test  different types of  battery  

The battery system tester covers 6 & 12V regular flooded, AGM Spiral, 

and Gel batteries ,as well as 12 & 24V starting and charging systems 

for passenger cars and light trucks, it display the test results in 

seconds . 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 

One machine can test variety of batteries, to help 
judge the automotive fault. 
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3.2 Various international standards and widely test range 

1.CCA   100-2000（ SAE & BCI to develop standards: cold-start 

                                  battery most commonly used rating） 

2.BCI   100-2000 ( The international battery Committee Standards ) 

3.CA    100-2000 ( 0 ℃ effective starting current rating ) 

4.MCA   100-2000 ( Ships standard: 0 ℃ effective starting current rating ) 
5.JIS   26A17-245H52 ( Japanese Industrial Standards ) 

6.DIN   100-1400 ( German Automotive Industry Commission Standards ) 

7.IEC   100-1400 ( International Electrotechnical Commission Standards ) 

8.EN    100-2000 ( European Automobile Manufacturers Association  

                                  Standards ) 

9.SAE   100-2000 ( American Engineers Association Standards ) 

10.GB   100-1400 ( China 's National Standards ) 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 
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3.3 Main Functions 

NO. 
Main  

Functions 
Test Results  

Applicable  

BST-460 BST-760 

1 

Battery 

state of 

health 

SOH, SOC, voltage, CCA 

value, standard and value, 

location 
√ √ 

2 
Starting 

system test  

Starting system state of 

health , starting voltage / 

current / time 
√ √ 

3 
Charging 

system test  

Charging system state of 

health, no-load voltage, load 

voltage, Diode ripple voltage, 

current  

√ √ 

SOH: State of Health 
SOC: State of Charge 

Note： 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 
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3.4 Additional Functions 

NO.  Functions BST-460  BST-760  

1  Language selection  √  √ 

2  Voltmeter setting   √  √ 

3  Screen backlight setting  √  √ 

4  View results  Х  √ 

5  Print results  Х  √ 

6  Thermometers  Х  √ 

7  Temperature unit setting  Х  √ 

8  QC mode  Х  √ 

9  Customer’s code set   Х  √ 

10  Time format setting  Х  √ 

11  Time adjustment   Х  √ 

12  Repair shop information  Х  √ 

13  Ammeter  Х  √ 

14  Print sharpness adjustment  Х  √ 

15  Standby power function  Х  √ 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 
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3.5 Other Advantages 

Can directly detect bad cell batteries, discharge the battery 

without full power to re-test;  

    - Greatly improve efficiency 

Automatic temperature compensation function, reduce or 

eliminate the influence of temperature on the battery test 

results. 

    - Test more accurate and intuitive 

Ergonomic design, user-friendly operator interface; 

     - Operation is more convenient 

To facilitate the removal of the replacement test line, 

common Kelvin test clip; 

     - Low maintenance costs and testing professional 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 
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Powerful main functions and a full range of additional functions; 

     - More cost-effective. 

Optional multi-language menu over 10 countries, including 

Chinese Simplified, Traditional Chinese, English, Japanese, 

Spanish, Russian, German, French, Spanish and other optional 

languages can also be customized according to customer’s 

demand; 

    - Different languages can be easily used 

Operation is simple, safe, and also convenient, fast and 

accurate the drawn test results ( within 3 seconds ); 

   - Greatly improve efficiency and increase revenue 

3. The advantages of  Launch  battery system tester 
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1. Launch BST products compared with the discharge tester 

No.    Battery  System Tester Discharge Tester 

1 
Can directly test losses charged 

battery ( can test 1.0V )  

Must be fully charged , the 

battery can’t be low 12.40V 

2 
Can be tested directly in the car, 
no need to remove the battery. 

You must remove the battery in 

order to accurately test. 

3 

No heat, no discharge, no spark , 

no danger in operation. Anyone 

can operate . 

Large current discharge, heat, 

sparks, very dangerous. 

Operator must be Professional . 

4 
Accurate and fast display the 

test results ( within 3 seconds ) 

Pointer display , error-prone, long 

test time ( it takes more than 8 

hours to charge the battery ) 

5 

Small size, light weight, easy to 

carry, easy to operate, less than 

0.5kg. 

Big size, heavy weight, and not 

easy to carry and operate, 

between 2kg-5kg 
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 No.    Battery  System Tester Discharge Tester 

6 
Can directly detect vehicle starting 

system is normal. 
Can not be tested 

7 
Can directly detect the car 's 

charging system is normal. 
Can not be tested 

8 

The text shows the test results, the 

ordinary car owners clearly 

understand. 

Pointer display, large external factors. 

General customers do not 

understand, not convincing enough 

for ordinary car owners. 

9 

Able to test continuously and 

repeatedly. Applicable for battery 

factories and vehicle manufacturers 

to do batch inspection. 

Not continuous, multiple, repeat the 

test several tests make the tester 

itself hot and must be cooled in order 

to continue to test. 

10 

The test doesn’t discharge and 

without any impact on the battery 

itself. 

The test will be the large current 

discharge, will accelerate the aging 

of battery. 

1. Launch BST products compared with the discharge tester 
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  2. BST-460 and similar brands tester contrast 

         Launch     Midtronics       Bosch   Yike,shenzhen 

Picture         

Model  BST-460 PBT-300/MDX-640  BAT-121  VAT-560 

level Middle & low  Middle & low Middle & low Middle &low 

Price  N/A  
PBT-300:209.95US 
MDX-640: 
405.41US 

600 ( stop 
production ) 

Dealer：780 
Sales： 
928-1800 

Dealers 

profit  
 >40%  15-20%  N/A  18-40% 

After 

sales 
 Convenient      Expensive  Expensive inconvenient  

Brand high high high high 
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NO.  BST-460 
PBT-300/ 

MDX-640 
 BAT-121  VAT-560 

Ranking  N/A  1  2  top six 

Multi-

languag

e 

 Simplified Chinese,    

 English, Japanese,  

 Russian, Spain,  

 French, etc. more  

 than 13 languages. 

 

English, French, 

and Portuguese 

 

Simplified Chinese 

and English 

 

 Simplified  

 Chinese and  

 English 

 Test   

  line 

 Removable,  

 optional length 
Cannot Cannot Cannot 

 Screen  
 Large screen with  

 backlight display  

PBT is the 3-digit 

LED lamp; MDX 

LCD screen; 

 

 2-line LCD display 

 

 Large screen  

 LCD display 

 

Functio

n 

 Battery system,  

 starting system,  

 and charging  

 system 

 

PBT is the same, 

the MDX only 

test battery 

system; 

 Can only test the  

 battery system 

 

 Measured 12V  

 battery system 

  2 BST-460 and similar brands tester contrast 
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       Launch    Midtronics   Bosch   SPX 

Picture  

Model   BST-760 EXP-800/MDX-650P  BAT-131  OTC-3168 

Level  Middle & High Middle & High Middle & High Middle & High 

Price  N/A 
MDX-650P: 
769.99US 
EXP: more higher  

 6800-7800 RMB 
（ no current 
clamp ） 

 562.99US 

Dealer’s 

profit  
 >50%  20-30% 20-30%  20-30% 

After 

sales 

Convenient and 
Cheap 

Very Expensive Very Expensive  Very Expensive 

Brand  High  High  High  Low  

  2.1 BST-760 and similar brands tester contrast 
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Model   BST-760 
EXP-800/ 

MDX-650P 
 BAT-131  OTC-3168 

Ranking   N/A  1  2  3 

Configura

tion  

0-900A current 

clamp, printer 

No current  clamp, 

printer  

Current clamp is 

optional  

Current clamp is 

optional  

Functions  

Can test battery, 

starting, and 

charging system. 

Cannot test 

current 

Can test battery, 

starting, and 

charging system. 

Can test battery, 

starting, and 

charging system. 

Multi-

language 

Simplified Chinese, 

English, and 

Russian, etc. more 

than 13 languages . 

English, French, 

and German, etc. 

English, Spain, 

and French, etc. 

English, Spain, 

and French, etc. 

Screen  
Large screen with 

backlit display 

Large screen with 

backlit display 

Large screen with 

backlit display 

Large screen with 

backlit display 

Additional 

functions 

Temperature 

compensation, 

ammeter, 

thermometer, clock, 

etc. 

No current clamp. 

Temperature 

compensation, 

ammeter, 

thermometer, clock, 

etc. 

Temperature 

compensation, 

ammeter, 

thermometer, 

clock, etc. 

Test line 
Removable, 3.05M 

(optional) 

Removable, 

3.05M (optional) 

Removable, 3.05M 

(optional) 

Removable, 

3.05M (optional) 

  2.1 BST-760 and similar brands tester contrast 
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        1. Note  

★ Before the connection of tester and battery, you need to check and clean 

the battery terminals to ensure the reliable connection of the clamp and 

battery pile head. 

 

★ When standby power function is open, don’t let the positive and negative 

clamps touch, or it may cause short circuit and burn out the equipment. 

 

★ Before testing 24V battery, cut off the paralleled negative connection first, 

then follow the testing of single 12V battery to ensure the accuracy of test 

result. 

 

★ Battery tester cannot be connected to a voltage of 30V or higher, 

otherwise the tester will be damaged. Battery tester cannot test a negative 

voltage, the test clamp positive and negative must be connected correctly. 

 

★ Before testing the current, take off the current clamp from the positive 

cable being tested, and reset. 

 

★Other operating problems and note, Please refer to Users’ Manual. 
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2.1 Battery state of health test 

1. Connect the tester; 

 

2 . Boot; 

 

3. Test and Settings: 

    Press the "MENU" button to enter the settings, press the OK   

    button to start the test; 

 

4. Test Steps: 

  

5. Display Test Results (within 3 seconds); 

    2. Operating Steps 
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2.2 Starting System Test 

1. Connect test clamp to current clamp 

 

2. Mode Setting: must be set to the vehicle mode;   

    2.1 Battery state of health monitoring, connect the current clamp and   

          switch on. Reset, then connect the clamp to positive cable,  

          the screen will prompt "detected engine start" ; 

. 3. Display Test Results (within 3 seconds); 

    12V car battery is higher than 9.6V is normal. 

    2. Operating Steps 
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2.3 Charging System Test 

1. Connect the tester and current clamp; 

     

2. Mode Setting: must be set to the vehicle mode;   

 

3. Display Test Results (within 3 seconds); At this point, the end of  

    the test; 

 

Note: 

1. During testing process, car load cannot be operate, including  

    doors, fans, headlights, and small lights; 

2. Before each test, ammeter must be reconnect to the positive  

    cable, otherwise it will affect the test results 

    2. Operating Steps 
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   1    2 

  demo in-vehicle 
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    3      4 
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    5     6   
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  7   8 
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    9    10   
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   11    12   
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   13    14   
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   15    16   
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   17    18   
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   19    20   
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   21    22   
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1. Replacing the internal battery ; 

 

2. Replace the printing paper; 

    

3. Tester should be stored in a dry environment, waterproof protection, and 

must not be used for testing 30V or higher voltage. 

 

4. After testing, switch off the power of the tester and current clamp, 

otherwise it will shorten battery life. 

 

5. Avoid the corrosive environment of high temperature, high pressure, 

strongly acidic, and strong collision. After use, wipe off the dust, grease, 

dirt, and then place in special packaging or blow molded box. 

3.  Maintenance and Repairs 
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      4. Troubleshooting  

No. Problem Possible Reasons Solution 

1 

Monitor 

does not 

light up 

1. Check the battery 

     connections, poor 

     connection or reverse. 

2. Battery voltage is too low to 

power on the tester. 

1. Clean the battery terminals 

and  re- connect firmly. 

2. Charge the battery and then 

test 

2 
Unable 

to print 

1. Printing paper jam 

2. Poor printing quality  

3. Darker paper after printing,    

     the result is not good. 

1. Printing paper installation is 

not correct, reinstall the 

printing paper. 

2. Ambient temperature is 

below -10°C, please print in 

high temperature 

environment. 

3. Ambient temperature is  

     above 50°C, please print in 

low temperature 

environment. 

3 

Other  

issues 

 

Please see: BST Series Battery System Tester  FAQ . 

 



Thank You ！ 
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